When all else fails
They label you a racist

Years ago, as a young girl my dad plowed the neighbors garden with what seemed to be HUGE, GENTLE GIANTS. I will always hold those draft horses fondly in my heart. As dad lifted me to sit me upon their shoulders while he plowed, I noticed blinders placed at their eyes blocking out distractions. Now in later life, I liken those blinders to the way I looked at Federal Indian Policy (FIP) before I met the people who belong to CERA. The situation here in New York was of great concern to me. A friend called and said, you are going to Washington. When I asked why, her response was simple – that there were some wonderful people there and I needed to meet them. She was right! In New York I had blinders on, influenced in many ways by the media. I was beginning to believe that the Indian was the root of all the problems in the area and could have easily been viewing local issues through racial eyes. That D.C. meeting, in May of 2002 removed the blinders from my eyes and helped me realize that the problem was not the Indian but my own federal government.

Through my attendance at the many CERA/CERF conferences, both nationally and regionally I am proud to have been exposed to all sides of FIP leaving me to decide for myself what to believe. I have listened to EPA, DOJ, DOI and BIA officials, elected officials, authors, constitutional attorneys, renowned historians, members of tribal governments and individual Indians brave enough to speak out. I have heard the issues of persons living on reservations or near reservations, both tribal and non-tribal.

Federal Indian Policy is unaccountable, destructive, racist, and unconstitutional.
It is, therefore CERF and CERA’s mission to ensure the equal protection of the law as guaranteed to all citizens by the Constitution of the United States.

One prominent Indian author who had been convinced we were racist came to our conference as a speaker. As he got to know us and understand our goals his mind was changed and he left as “an American Indian Patriot.” I have seen members of non-CERA/CERF groups refuse to sit in the same room during tribal member’s presentations because they did not want to believe that FIP may not be the best answer for reservation life. It has always been CERA’s position to be open minded and that we need to be well informed of all sides of the issues, and for that some would call us racist.

Federal Indian Policy seems unable to understand the plight of the reservation Indian and believes that the government just needs to throw more money at it. Just as with so many other issues, the federal government throwing more money at FIP does not help the situation. The current budget of the Bureau of Indian Affairs is somewhere in the billions but the reservation disasters continue. The BIA appears to be just another unaccountable, out of control agency of the executive branch of the federal government.

I have seen CERA members cry over the abuse of women and young girls, on the reservations, often by family members. Concern is high for the drug and alcohol abuse and absolute poverty of the reservation life. CERA has supported the fight for the constitutional rights of children with Indian heritage as little as 1/200th part DNA. CERA has supported suits of individual Indians in conflict with their tribal governments. CERA members volunteer many hours of their time searching archives for the truth regarding treaties and the intentions of actions of Congress, often buried in hopes that they
will never be revealed. Concern runs high for the rights of individuals for their land, water, jurisdiction and due process in court.

The United States constitution guarantees each citizen a republic form of government. Yet it has established and endorsed a non-republic form of government called tribal sovereignty, a government established for a racial group within which a white or black or Asian cannot hold office, and yet they label us racist.

If you look closely at the mission statement of CERA you will realize that what we are promoting is “equal protection of the law as guaranteed to all citizens by the constitution of the United States.” CERA believes that the Individual Indian in the United States is entitled to that equal protection, without a non-republic government, which stands between the individual Indian and our United States constitution, and yet we are labeled racist.

Recently published stories, have once again labeled CERA as racists for listening to all sides of the story. Included in their articles are references to racism at regional conferences where tribal sovereignty isn’t even a topic of discussion and of which they have no first hand knowledge. In response to one United States Congressman being asked, “don’t you think they should be called racist?”, he replied, “labels are for mattresses.” I for one think they should stay there.

We Need Your Help

A couple of years ago the CERA board decided to change the year for dues to the calendar year, January 1 through December 31, instead of the previous method of year to year from when you first joined. We felt that it would be easier for each of you to keep track of when the yearly dues of $35.00 should be paid. With that in mind, if you haven’t sent CERA a check in 2016 your dues are due. Please forward dues to CERA, PO Box 0379, Gresham, WI 54128 as soon as you can. We depend on your dues to keep you informed through Reports. In addition to that as you read through this edition of our Report you will notice that CERA/CERF is involved in many cases at the Supreme Court level. This involvement does not come cheaply. Printing fees alone run $700 - $1000 for each amicus filed.

In addition to your dues, other ways to support the cause of fighting Federal Indian Policy would be a tax deductible contribution to CERF. If you decide to send a contribution for tax purposes please make the check out to CERF and mark in the memo of the check CERF Donation.

SOVEREIGNTY

By Lana Marcussen

The way that the word “sovereignty” is used by Indian tribes and the United States within “federal Indian policy” (FIP), one would think that the definition of sovereignty has not changed since the federal government was founded under the Constitution. The Framers defined sovereignty as “popular sovereignty” the idea that all power derives from the people and is given by the people in a limited form to make a legitimate constitutional government. This is why the Constitution begins with the words “We the People of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union, establish justice and ensure domestic tranquility, provide for the common defense … do ordain and establish this Constitution.”

This idea of “popular sovereignty” was new and radical because it meant that instead of governmental power being created at the top by a King or another kind of government and then applied to the people as subjects as done in Europe and throughout the world for centuries, the United States was saying that all of the People are citizens entitled to the right to create and control their government. According to the Framers, this view of popular sovereignty was to be all inclusive. In other words, all persons no matter of what race, creed or color who were defined as “persons” were entitled to become citizens. At the constitutional convention this created two immediate problems: what to do with the Indians who were really the first group of settlers in the United States and the much bigger problem of what to do with the Negro slaves who were being brought in from Africa.

The problem of the Indians was really seen as more of a military problem than as a racial problem. The organized Tribes were a true military threat to the new United States. In the North was the Iroquois Confederacy and in the South the
Creek Confederacy. Both confederacies could produce fighters that greatly outnumbered the American army after the Revolution. However, individually Indians were readily absorbed into American society and were intermarrying with the European descendants. An Indian who was not affiliated with a Tribe was not perceived as a threat at all, just someone who needed to be educated to join American society. This was true both North and South. This is why the Framers designed the Indian Commerce Clause to prevent unscrupulous persons or businesses from dealing with the Indians in a manner that would cause them to wage war. It was also the reason that the States who could not with their own militias defeat an Indian Confederacy wanted the national government to assume the responsibility of defense. This was the basic design of the Indian Commerce Clause.

At the making of the Constitution, no discussion even took place that the Indian tribes were separate “sovereign” governments. They were de facto separate from the People of the United States because of their customs and practices and tribal affiliations. But, the tribal affiliations were already breaking down before the Revolutionary War opening the Indian people to the “civilized” society of the European descendants.

The idea of the “civilized” society is an important part of how the Framers perceived their new “popular sovereignty.” In the Natural World all persons had to fend for themselves to find food and shelter. Organizing into groups to help each other was seen as the beginning of civilization. But tribal affiliations were primitive in comparison to the evolution of human groups in Europe that had created large complex nations reformed by revolutions of people demanding rights. The European descendants in America had adopted a view that civilization was supposed to continue to evolve, literally to advance and become better with each successive generation. They wanted expanded education and change. They believed they were ready to take the next step in civilizing society and make the government from the People. This perception made the Framers and the European based Americans feel and act as superior to what were perceived as inferior societies that were seen as merely surviving and not growing. Frankly, the new Americans could not perceive of persons whether Indian or of any other group wanting to keep their old customs and affiliations when they could become a part of the American progression. This is why it is absurd to believe the Framers wrote the Indian Commerce Clause to “respect” tribal sovereignty. This view came about after the new American ideal of “popular sovereignty” confronted whether former slaves could be part of the citizenry of America.

The Framers clearly confronted whether Negro persons could be citizens. The confrontation almost prevented the new Constitution from ever being. Unlike the situation with the Indians, virtually all Americans believed that Black people were inherently inferior. This belief was true racial prejudice that existed not because of lack of education or being raised in a less civilized society but because their skin was dark. In the end, the Great Compromise was done allowing the slaves to be counted as 3/5ths a person, the slave trade was given an end date and the privileges and immunities clause specifically did not apply to slaves or even emancipated slaves. These compromises merely postponed the inevitable confrontation. Our Framers truly believed that by postponing the fight that our society would evolve toward their ideals embodied in the new Constitution, allowing an eventual resolution of the problem.

And our society did progress. In 1841 the question of whether a load of African slaves should be returned as “property” to the Spanish owner was heard in the courts of Massachusetts and then by the United States Supreme Court. It was argued for the captured slaves by John Quincy Adams, a former President and son of one of our greatest Framers. The opinion of the Supreme Court on the Amistad slaves encouraged an end of slaveholding in the North and changed the attitude of many Southerners. It became apparent that the only way to prevent Blacks from gaining rights was to try to classify them as less than “persons” able to join the sovereign people.

In 1857, in the infamous Dred Scott v. Sanford decision that is exactly what the slaveholding Chief Justice did. According to Chief Justice Taney not even an emancipated Black could ever become a citizen because they were inherently inferior sub-humans. But the decision required the Supreme Court to find the constitutional authority to make such a ruling. To do so the determination
of who could be a citizen was no longer a matter of natural law as the Framers believed. Instead the federal government now could decide for itself who qualified to be part of the sovereign people. This opinion fundamentally altered the Framer’s principle of “popular sovereignty.” In fact, to this day looking up “sovereign people” in Black’s Law Dictionary will give the definition from the Dred Scott decision. To preserve slavery, the most fundamental principle of our Constitution was changed.

But the North won the Civil War and adopted three Amendments to the Constitution to overrule the Dred Scott decision. The reality is that the definition of “popular sovereignty” and “sovereign people” has never been corrected. This was because the North deliberately preserved this new definition of top down sovereignty to punish the South after the Civil War and to prevent the States from ever again starting such a war. President Lincoln was against this idea and vetoed the first Reconstruction Acts. But his assassination gave the Radical Republicans the excuse they needed to permanently preserve this new version of federal sovereignty.

It was the thinking of the Radical Republicans that using the newly Emancipated Slaves would allow the federal government to use their special status to indefinitely preserve this top down sovereignty in the national government. But President Lincoln’s version of the 13th Amendment declaring all former slaves to be national citizens prevented the new Freedmen from being used to preserve this top down version of sovereignty. So instead all the plans for using the Freedmen were transferred by the War Department to become the new Federal Indian Policy of 1871 that ended treaty making and formally placed all of the Indians under direct federal control. This plan included adding a special provision to the 14th Amendment that it did not apply to “Indians not taxed.” To this day the federal government preserves its authority to declare whether any Indian can have the rights of a citizen of the United States. This is true despite the fact that all Indians were made naturalized citizens by act of Congress in 1924. Yet, Indian people are still treated separately and do not have the rights of other citizens. They are literally subjected to separate territorial tribal governments under the power assumed by the Supreme Court in the Dred Scott decision.

This power preserved through federal Indian policy since 1871 is the power that can require individual citizens to purchase health insurance. If the United States government defines from the top down whether we are part of the “sovereign people” they can set the requirements for our rights. The same is true of all of the federal encroachments that have limited individual liberty. In fact, the United States did not enjoy sovereign immunity from suits from its own citizens until after the Civil War with the change of sovereignty.

The national government has deliberately attempted to rewrite the history of federal Indian policy to make it appear as if this special power over the Indians always existed. It has brought numerous lawsuits to attempt to assert this version of sovereignty retroactively in land claim and water rights cases. Nothing will change the fact that this top down version of sovereignty derives directly from the Dred Scott decision. Even the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 deliberately preserved the 1871 federal Indian policy as the basis of its authority. Without the 1871 policy there is no authority to restore tribal sovereignty over fee lands previously under state jurisdiction.

We cannot restore the Framers version of popular sovereignty without confronting federal Indian policy. It is time to fully apply the 14th Amendment to require the United States to adhere to equal protection for all to restore our individual liberty and put the national government back into its proper role under the people of the United States.

**Supreme Court**

*by Lana Marcussen*

This term the United States Supreme Court accepted five Indian cases to be heard and decided. Not in the last 100 years has the Supreme Court accepted this many Indian cases. All of the cases have now been briefed. The last case to be argued and likely the case with the furthest reaching consequences, *United States v. Bryant*, will be argued April 19th. The Tribal governments, their organizations and promoters are not pleased with this line up of Indian cases. It appears the Court
stacked these cases because of the way they fit together to potentially alter federal Indian policy. Three cases have already been decided. In the Indian case that was thought to be a routine contract payment dispute, *Menominee Tribe v. United States*, the Court decided the contract issues and then went on to decide that from this point forward no statute of the United States or any law will be interpreted except as for what it actually says. This effectively removes all of the old favoritism of interpreting laws as the Indians would have understood them or as interpreted for their benefit. This decision raises the question of whether this rule now applies to all Indian treaties that are officially laws of the United States. This unanimous decision came in the simple case.

The four other Indian cases raise much bigger questions. Taking them in order of when they were argued the first major case was *Dollar General Corp. v. Mississippi Band of Choctaw Indians*. *Dollar General* raises the question of whether a tribal court has jurisdiction over a non-Indian owned corporation. Counsel for *Dollar General* decided to ignore the simple position that under *Montana v. United States* (1981) that Indian tribes generally do not have jurisdiction over non-Indians. Instead, the counsel for *Dollar General* copied an argument developed by the legal counsel for CERA against the Indian Child Welfare Act that sets a new due process standard that requires that all persons be entitled to a court that is subject to judicial review. Tribal courts are not subject to judicial review because Indian Tribes have not been considered subject to the constitution of the United States.

Somehow counsel for *Dollar General* thought that this major constitutional argument guaranteeing possible review by the United States Supreme Court would intrude less on tribal sovereignty than simply adding another limitation on the tribal courts under the *Montana* precedent. By trying to protect tribal sovereignty, counsel for *Dollar General* fully engaged the Justices as to how they have allowed tribal sovereignty to be placed above all individual rights. This fiery exchange in early November is likely what set off this amazing term of Indian cases. How *Dollar General* gets decided will determine how big the decision in *US v. Bryant* can be. If the court agrees with *Dollar General* and creates a due process right for all individuals to be guaranteed being heard in a court subject to judicial review then this Court will have decided that the Constitution does apply on the Indian reservations. If the Constitution applies for non-Indians on the reservations how can the Court honestly continue to deny Native Americans living on the reservations their constitutional rights?

We have received further encouragement that major change in federal Indian policy is probable this year from the unanimous decisions in two more Indian cases. These two cases involve issues of whether state jurisdiction can be displaced by the United States after it has been vested. In *Nebraska v. Parker* the question involves the determination of whether the 1882 surplus land act was intended by Congress to diminish the Omaha Indian reservation. Since two CERA board members live in the Village of Pender that is in the middle of this dispute CERF wrote an amicus brief for this case. Again, counsel for CERF did her own research with the help of CERF President Clarence Fitz because she did not accept the stated factual position of the United States in the litigation. And again she found a Congressional report actually prepared by the Congressman that did the bill that became the 1882 law in question in the *Nebraska* case that clarified that the law was intended to be a public land law statute. The United States had never disclosed the existence of this congressional report that was supposed to be attached to the bill that became the law in 1882 in the lower court litigation.

The Supreme Court decided on March 22nd that the statute was ambiguous as to the congressional intent to diminish and decided that the reservation was not diminished. CERF in its amicus brief requested that the Court update the old precedent of *Solem v. Bartlett* and the factors required for proving the congressional intent of diminishment. CERF argued that the Court should revise the factors to incorporate many of its more recent decisions into the diminishment factors. As the Village of Hobart, Wisconsin explained in its amicus brief this mostly means incorporating the language used by the Court in *City of Sherrill v. Oneida Indian Nation* from 2005.
The unanimous decision did not revise Solem v. Bartlett. Instead, the Court with Justice Thomas writing the sole opinion explained that a reservation that had been “opened” under the public land laws was not “Indian country” and that whether the tribe had any jurisdiction over the area should be determined by the courts below applying the factors in City of Sherrill.

In the other case with the Indian law implications decided March 22nd Alaska appealed to the Supreme Court for a business owner, Mr. Sturgeon, who was told by the National park Service that he could not operate his hovercraft ferry on a river because it was in a “national conservation area.” The Park Service argued that their regulation applied against the state law that gave Sturgeon the right to use the hovercraft. The congressional act allowing the set up of “national conservation areas” to be administered by the National Park Service specifically prohibits the Park Service from displacing the sovereignty of the State of Alaska to the waterways, state land and all private property within the declared bounds of the conservation area. This included the private land of two Native Alaska corporations that were on the side of the State. The Park Service by regulation had completely displaced the State and refused to give the State any real explanation as to where this authority was based. All they had said was that it was generally based on the Commerce Clause.

In the oral argument, all of the Justices had the same idea, if the United States wanted to keep this asserted jurisdiction against Alaska they had to explain where it came from to the Justices. The assistant Solicitor General had obviously been drilled to evade every direct question from the Justices on the source of the authority. As the evasion continued the Justices became noticeably more agitated at the United States. Finally, a combination of the Justices going from Alito to Kennedy to Breyer to Kagan then to Ginsberg and finally to the Chief Justice forced the associate solicitor to admit that the authority derived from the Commerce Clause. At that moment the Chief Justice literally raised both his arms to quiet the angry Justices on both sides of him waving them down. He then very quietly but assertively stated to the associate solicitor that she was going to answer his questions or that she would be held in contempt. She looked to her bench and shrugged knowing she could no longer evade answering the Chief Justice.

The associate solicitor then explained that since there had been Native Americans in Alaska that the United States could have asserted the reserved rights doctrine. She continued that even though Congress had disposed of all of the Indian lands in Alaska that it was the position of the United States that because there had once been these reserved rights that there would always be the same right in the United States to reserve these interests as being outside of state jurisdiction under the Indian Commerce Clause. When she finished with this short succinct explanation there was an audible gasp from the attorneys in the courtroom. There is nothing truthful in the United States position if the Constitution applies to Alaska. What the United States was really arguing was that since the Supreme Court had continually deferred for more than 150 years to the plenary authority of Congress and the Executive over the Indians and denied individual Native Americans the rights that come from being under the jurisdiction of the Constitution that the United States felt confident and absolutely justified in arguing that they could now assert any time they decide that the reserved rights doctrine applies to remove state jurisdiction under any regulation of the United States.

The Native Americans and tribes were not the creators of this legal position to evade all constitutional limitations on the elected branches. The United States before the Supreme Court had just argued exactly what former President Richard Nixon had wanted in expanding federal Indian policy -- the complete breakdown of the constitutional structure and rule of law.

Counsel for CERA/CERF was very pleased that the Chief Justice wrote the unanimous opinion in Sturgeon that the United States has no continuing authority to assert it can change the rule of law by attempting to extend their jurisdiction by promulgating a regulation that claims jurisdiction over non-public lands. The Court ruled that jurisdiction of the United States only applies to lands it still holds as public lands. This seemingly obvious conclusion knocks the Nixon Indian policy right in its most fundamental deception.
The unanimous decisions in Nebraska and Sturgeon are major constitutional opinions. The Court in Nebraska agreed with the position taken by CERF in its amicus brief that the more advanced Indian tribes were not treated by Congress under the harsh Indian policy of 1871. Congress treated the individual tribal members of these more advanced tribes as capable of becoming citizens and wrote many surplus land acts to be executed under the general public land laws. This is a major shift in federal Indian law. At a minimum this brings federal Indian policy back under the federal land laws instead of allowing Indian issues to be treated separately. Very much the same kind of reasoning of not allowing federal law to be "reinterpreted" for the benefit of the Indians or in the way they might have understood it as was decided in Menominee.

The Sturgeon decision has even larger implications. Sturgeon is a federal public lands case that was made into an Indian case by the United States by claiming that the reserved rights doctrine can always be applied to change the way the old public land laws applied. This goes to the heart of what made the Nixon Indian policy different than what had come before it. While federal Indian policy has never been what was best for the Native Americans it was tied to reasoning of how to incorporate the Native Americans into the people of the United States. That is it was until Nixon and his followers realized that they could alter the most fundamental concept of the rule of law by using the Indians. British law developed based on the fundamental principle that a right to property once vested could not be undone later by changing the law to apply retroactively. We call this the principle of ex post facto and usually think of it today as a major protection in criminal law because we fundamentally accept that government cannot change our property or diminish our civil liberties after they have vested. But if the government can rewrite the laws and apply them retroactively for the Indians they can undo any vested interest that any individual holds.

Before the federal government can apply any law retroactively they must win the argument that they can retroactively remove state jurisdiction. The federal reserved rights doctrine as created in the early part of the 20th century allowed that the federal government could displace state conferred rights if those rights interfered with the purpose for which a federal Indian reservation was established. The federal reserved rights doctrine was applied in very limited circumstances until Nixon and William Veed-er turned it into a huge weapon against the States beginning in the late 1950's. There is only one way to stop the Nixon Indian policy and that is for Native Americans to be given full rights as the American citizens they are.

The due process right of an individual Native American is the issue in the Bryant case that is still pending and set to be argued April 19th. CERF submitted an amicus brief in the Bryant case urging the Supreme Court to finally extend constitutional due process rights to all Native Americans no matter where they live. There is no reason that Native Americans cannot have full rights as the American citizens they are and still choose to associate in tribes. What will change is the power of the United States government in regards to the Indian tribes. If the Constitution applies on the reservations it greatly limits the authority of Congress and the Executive to make the Indians separate from all other citizens. Whether the Supreme Court will go all the way to bringing individual constitutional rights to Native Americans in June when Bryant will be decided is the biggest question of this term.

The elected branches no matter which political party wins in November will oppose the Supreme Court changing the Nixon Indian policy which was willingly accepted by both political parties and equally exploited by both parties. Only the Supreme Court can make the Constitution the law of the land again.

Please support CERA/CERF and help us continue to do the research and make the arguments to change the Nixon Indian policy.

---

**Federal Indian Policy is unaccountable, destructive, racist, and unconstitutional.**

It is, therefore CERF and CERA’s mission to ensure the equal protection of the law as guaranteed to all citizens by the Constitution of the United States.
An Amazing Example of
“We The People…”
The good folks of St. Maries, Idaho
By Elaine Willman

Many years ago in 2002 I first met a few citizens in St. Maries, Idaho located in the northern woods of the Idaho panhandle. The tribal government of the Coeur d’Alenes were conducting troublesome policies in efforts to govern non-tribal persons and properties, and the folks there were at information-ground-zero about how to defend themselves. I have stayed in communication with two group leaders, Pam Secord and Peg Carver, off and on over the years but had not been back in that area for over a decade.

Fast forward to 2016 and the modest community group, North Idaho Water Rights Alliance (NIWRA) is fully informed, engaged on the ground, has remarkably great relationships with its elected officials at the local, county and state level. NIWRA continues to push back from tribal government over-reaching, but it is a very different day for this most effective group. NIWRA hosted a fundraising dinner in this small community of just over 2,000 residents. I was invited to provide a keynote address at their dinner on January 15th.

In a relatively low-income area a $25 per plate dinner is a financial commitment. They printed 200 tickets and hoped for the best. NIWRA sold all 200 tickets out quickly, and then sold $15 “Desert” tickets so folks could sit along the walls. Such impressive support for NIWRA from their community and elected officials is the result of specific action steps this group has taken consistently over the years, and the rewards for their work are just wonderful.

It was so very uplifting to see a small community as fully engaged in defending their water and property rights that I asked several St. Maries folks frequently, “What are you doing right?” Here are some of the responses.

*NIWRA has members who will attend every single local council meeting, every single county commission meeting, and folks that have achieved very positive and informative relationships with elected officials at every level. They are continuously engaged with their State legislators and State Officials. Relationships were hard to come by many years ago, but the linkage between elected officials and their constituents in northern Idaho is inspiring to me. (One NIWRA member provided great wisdom when she said, “We never get mad at, or personally attack our elected officials, even when they do something that troubles us. We stay polite, respectful and informative at all times, no matter what.”

*Members of NIWRA form relationships early on with elected officials, assisting with campaigns and continuing an open dialogue on issues important to NIWRA and other issues important to the elected officials. “We make sure that all information we provide them is the God’s honest truth with factual documentation…we do not ‘Bull*#t’ them ever. Truth and trust is imperative. We also make no demands; only well documented recommendations.”

*NIWRA has a couple of great researchers and frequently circulate White Papers and information articles to elected officials at every level of government. The educational information NIWRA shares is very helpful to elected officials and quite appreciated.

*NIWRA has not utilized a website; rather it has extensive, private email lists and telephone trees to speak directly with each other without exposing its goals and strategies to any opposition. NIWRA chooses not to be a target. They stay very focused on their own goals and issues.

*NIWRA members have spent time meeting with the weekly newspaper publisher and staff to keep them informed and secure their support. This has been very, very helpful.
*NIWRA has located a wonderful Idaho attorney with expertise in Idaho water law, private property and water rights, etc. He works with a consortium of clients which spreads his fees to assist with affordability for the NIWRA group and individual citizens he represents. There is no doubt that confronting federal and tribal government over-reaching is a sensitive, controversial undertaking that requires great courage and effort for those who feel compelled to protect themselves. Many get discouraged by name-calling, or indifference from elected officials, or time constraints, lack of resources, or just plain burnout. Somehow, this wondrous little community group in Northern Idaho has informed itself, paced itself, set goals and accomplished them, and continues to grow and grow. I just feel the urgent need to strongly salute these wonderful NIWRA people, and encourage other groups across the country to take heart and be encouraged. And hats off to the State of Idaho that is one of the very few northwestern States actually protecting its State sovereignty, authority, and resources, and looking out for its Idaho landowners!

Federal Indian Policy is unaccountable, destructive, racist, and unconstitutional. It is, therefore CERF and CERA’s mission to ensure the equal protection of the law as guaranteed to all citizens by the Constitution of the United States.

### Donation Planning Guidelines

While we have made great progress regarding Federal Indian Policy it is doubtful that there will be a “quick fix” in the near future. For that reason, the funding requirements for our efforts will go well into the future. You can be part of that funding by considering Citizens Equal Rights Foundation (CERF) in your giving.

A check to CERF would be very much appreciated, but instead perhaps you might consider a gift of appreciated stock.

If you invested in stocks during 2008 and early 2009, you likely own shares that have increased in value. Investors who bought individual stock during that period are likely to own shares that have increased significantly in value. Appreciated shares purchased and held at least one year are often ideal candidates for charitable giving. Donations to Citizens Equal Rights Foundation (CERF) may be deducted on your federal income tax return as itemized deductions. When gifting appreciated stock held one year or more, the deduction can equal the stocks fair market value on the date of the gift. And although the donated shares increased in value, you pay no tax on the capital gain.

Tax laws change, so explore how you might take advantage of stock gifts. Also, when donating stock to us, please let us know in advance to ensure a prompt and accurate transfer of your gift.

For inquiries contact CERF treasurer, Curt Knoke. cknoke@frontiernet.net or 715-787-4601.
Federal Indian policy is unaccountable, destructive, racist and unconstitutional. It is therefore CERF and CERA’s mission to ensure the equal protection of the law as guaranteed to all citizens by the Constitution of the United States.
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